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Abstract

Confocal microscopy has become an invaluable tool in biology and the biomedical sciences, enabling rapid, high-sensitivity, and high-resolution optical sectioning of complex systems. Confocal microscopy is routinely used, for example, to study specific cellular targets, monitor dynamics in living cells, and visualize the three-dimensional evolution of entire organisms. Extensions of confocal imaging systems, such as confocal microendoscopes, allow for high-resolution imaging in vivo and are currently being applied to disease imaging and diagnosis in clinical settings.

Confocal microscopy provides three-dimensional resolution by creating so-called “optical sections” using straightforward geometrical optics. In a standard wide-field microscope, fluorescence generated from a sample is collected by an objective lens and relayed directly to a detector. While acceptable for imaging thin samples, thick samples become blurred by fluorescence generated above and below the objective focal plane. In contrast, confocal microscopy enables virtual, optical sectioning of samples, rejecting out-of-focus light to build high-resolution three-dimensional representations of samples.

Confocal microscopes achieve this feat by using a confocal aperture in the detection beam path. The fluorescence collected from a sample by the objective is relayed back through the scanning mirrors and through the primary dichroic mirror, a mirror carefully selected to reflect shorter wavelengths such as the laser excitation beam while passing the longer, Stokes-shifted fluorescence emission. This long-wavelength fluorescence signal is then passed to a pair of lenses on either side of a pinhole that is positioned at a plane exactly conjugate with the focal plane of the objective lens. Photons collected from the focal volume of the object are collimated by the objective lens and are focused by the confocal lenses through the pinhole. Fluorescence generated above or below the focal plane will therefore not be collimated properly, and will not pass through the confocal pinhole, creating an optical section in which only light from the microscope focus is visible. (Fig 1). Thus the pinhole effectively acts as a virtual aperture in the focal plane, confining the detected emission to only one limited spatial location.

Modern commercial confocal microscopes offer users fully automated operation, making formerly complex imaging procedures relatively straightforward and accessible. Despite the flexibility and power of these systems, commercial confocal microscopes are not well suited for all confocal imaging tasks, such as many in vivo imaging applications. Without the ability to create customized imaging systems to meet their needs, important experiments can remain out of reach to many scientists.

In this article, we provide a step-by-step method for the complete construction of a custom, video-rate confocal imaging system from basic components. The upright microscope will be constructed using a resonant galvanometric mirror to provide the fast scanning axis, while a standard speed resonant galvanometric mirror will scan the slow axis. To create a precise scanned beam in the objective lens focus, these mirrors will be positioned at the so-called telecentric planes using four relay lenses. Confocal detection will be accomplished using a standard, off-the-shelf photomultiplier tube (PMT), and the images will be captured and displayed using a Matrox framegrabber card and the included software.

Video Link

The video component of this article can be found at https://www.jove.com/video/3252/

Protocol

The choice of laser wavelength, dichroic mirror, and optical filters should be determined based on the specific dyes being used in the experiment. For example, confocal imaging of a sample stained with Alexa Fluor 488 is best accomplished using a 488 nm laser, a 500 nm long-pass dichroic mirror, and a 30 nm bandwidth bandpass mirror centered at 515 nm. In contrast, confocal imaging of the red dye Alexa Fluor 647 would require a different set of components. The microscope in this protocol was built to visualize any dye that absorbs strongly at 400 nm and emits beyond 450 nm. We therefore chose a 406 nm excitation laser and a 425 nm long-pass dichroic to reflect the laser beam. Excited fluorophores can be
selectively imagined by selecting the appropriate emission filters. It is important to use proper optical mounting hardware throughout the protocol where indicated; improper or makeshift hardware will not hold alignment as well and can be a safety hazard.

1. Setting up the resonant galvanometric mirror and relay optics

An important concept in building any kind of confocal scanning system is telecentricity. In a telecentric optical system, lenses are spaced from each other by the sum of their focal lengths, such that the magnification of the system is simply defined by the ratio of the focal lengths\(^1\). This enables the construction of an optical relay system where the magnifications, and thus the system properties, are easily defined by the choice of lenses. Another important concept involves so-called "stationary" optical planes, also referred to as "aperture planes". An aperture plane is a position along the optical path where the light beam does not undergo any kind of lateral movement. In this microscope design, there are three important aperture planes: the first and second scanning mirrors, and the back-aperture of the objective lens. In order to achieve optimal beam scanning at the focal plane of the objective, the beam entering the back aperture of the objective lens must be stationary, sweeping only in angle. In order to create this stationary, angle-swept plane, we need to place the first and second scanning mirrors at conjugate, telecentric planes to the objective back-aperture. Lenses placed between the mirrors and the objective lens serve to relay the angle-scanned beam between these stationary planes (Fig 2). The scanning mirrors are mounted on two scanning galvos, each of which is responsible for scanning a given direction of the imaging plane (X and Y). To obtain the required line scan rate for video-rate imaging, a high-frequency resonant galvo is required to scan the x-axis (also known as the "fast" axis). These galvos utilize a sensitive, closed-loop feedback circuitry to create a sinusoidal scan pattern and are capable of operating at very high frequencies; we selected an 8 kHz galvo for this build.

1. Set up the fiber collimator in the optical mount and roughly steer the beam using the adjustment screws such that it travels in a straight line both horizontally and vertically. Now, take an iris and place it in front of the fiber collimator, adjusting the iris’s vertical height such that the beam passes cleanly through the iris center. Next, move the iris away from the collimator along the beam path and observe if the beam still travels through the iris center. If not, adjust the beam position on the iris using the two adjustment screws.

2. Place the mounted dichroic mirror in the beam path with the laser beam positioned at approximately the center of the mirror. Before clamping the mirror to the table, rotate the mirror holder to reflect the beam at approximately 90 degrees and roughly adjust the reflection so that the reflected laser beam’s vertical height does not change.

3. Place a mounted resonant galvanometric mirror into the laser beam path, taking care to ensure that the laser beam is positioned at the exact horizontal center of the mirror surface. In this protocol, the resonant galvo mirror was expoxied directly to a mirror mount. Rotate the mirror mount to reflect the laser beam at a 90-degree angle. Roughly adjust the reflection off the mirror to maintain the same laser beam vertical height.

4. In order to direct any ray of light in a given direction, one must by definition define two points in space through which the ray will travel. This is typically accomplished by placing two irises along the desired horizontal and vertical path and manipulating the laser beam to pass through the center of each iris. Four degrees of freedom are required to adjust the beam; two horizontal and vertical degrees of freedom for each iris. The most common and straightforward way to achieve these degrees of freedom is to use two mirrors to steer, or “walk,” a laser beam. Take two irises, and set their vertical height as in step 1.1, using the laser beam reflected off the resonant galvo mirror as a reference. Now, using the screw holes on the optical breadboard as a guide to the eye, clamp the two irises down in a straight line.

5. Adjust the dichroic mirror and resonant galvo mirror to steer the laser beam through the center of the two irises. Use the first mirror in the path (the dichroic mirror) to center the beam on the first iris, then use the second mirror in the path (the resonant galvo mirror) to center the beam on the second iris. Iteratively adjust these two mirrors until the beam is aligned through both irises, ensuring throughout that the laser beam reflected from the resonant galvo mirror is still reflected from the approximate mirror center. If the beam has deviated, adjust the fiber collimator mount and repeat the iterative steps above.

6. With the beam centered on both irises, we will now place the two relay lenses that will image our first stationary, telecentric plane (i.e., the resonant galvo mirror) onto our second stationary, telecentric plane (i.e., the standard speed galvo mirror). For this particular microscope, the selected lenses in the first relay have the same focal length, \(f\), so the distance between the two mirrors in our telecentric system is simply \(4f\). To ensure that the lenses are precisely centered in the beam path, use the lens alignment trick. Place the first lens in the beam path and look at the laser beam spot on the iris next in the beam path following the lens. Next, adjust the lens height vertically so that the vertical center of the beam is at the iris center. Finally, adjust the horizontal beam position to center the beam on the iris. Carry out this same procedure for the second lens.

2. Setting up the second scanning mirror and rotating the microscope

1. To find the exact position of the second telecentric plane, hook up the resonant galvo to its scanning unit and turn it on. Use a white business card to track the scanning beam through the two lenses. You will find the telecentric plane at the approximate distance of \(4f\) from the resonant galvo, where the laser beam will appear completely stationary. Mark this position on the breadboard.

2. Position the standard scanning galvo mirror at this exact telecentric plane location, and adjust the mirror height and position such that the beam at the telecentric plane strikes the exact center of the scanning mirror. It is crucial to power up the mirror control hardware and put a voltage of 0 volts on the scanning mirror input so that the mirror settles to its neutral position during this process. Carefully adjust the mirror angle to direct the beam vertically, and gently tighten the mirror in position.

3. As we are building an upright microscope, we will now attach the second breadboard at a 90 degree angle using 90 degree mounting brackets. Make sure to turn off the laser and scanning electronics, disconnect the fiber, and disconnect the scanning mirrors during this process. To make the rest of the alignment easier, once the brackets are bolted in place, carefully rotate the entire microscope so that the new breadboard is now lying flat. Use a clamp to fix the breadboard to the working surface. Now the remainder of the formerly vertical setup can be easily carried out on the flat breadboard.

3. Setting up the scan, tube, and objective lenses

Next we will set up the second set of relay lenses, formally referred to as the "scan lens" and "tube lens". It is important to choose the right combination of lenses so as to achieve the correct magnification at the objective focus and optimize the final image resolution. First, to achieve
the maximum numerical aperture (NA) of any given objective lens, the laser beam striking the back of the objective must fill the back aperture completely; only then will the objective lens be able to create the tightest focus. Objective lenses have a range of back aperture sizes; chose a lens specification that is slightly larger than the desired back aperture to slightly overfill the back aperture of the selected objective. Second, in order to achieve the right magnification, the objective lens must be matched with the tube lens focal length for which it was designed. Unfortunately, different microscope objective manufacturers have chosen to use different tube lens focal lengths, so it is important to build a microscope with the correct tube lens for the specific objective lens employed. Furthermore, certain manufacturers, such as Zeiss, design their tube lenses to compensate for the specific chromatic aberrations of their matched objective, such that using an improper objective-tube lens pair will in fact introduce new aberrations that would not otherwise be present. We typically prefer Olympus objectives, as all chromatic compensation is performed in the objective itself, making the objective/tube lens pairing easier. Although the microscope will still work if the objective and tube lens do not match, the actual microscope magnification will likely not match the magnification listed on the objective lens. For this particular microscope build, the optimal back aperture size was determined to be 4 mm, requiring a 1:4 magnification ratio between the scan lens and tube lens. For this custom microscope build, we will use a scan lens length of 75 mm and a tube lens length of 300 mm.

1. As the total distance between the second scan mirror and objective focus is large, this segment of the microscope build will first layout the mirrors needed to steer the beam to the objective lens. Place the first large, 2” (50 mm) diameter mirror close to the edge of the breadboard, and rotate the mirror mount to reflect the laser beam approximately 90 degrees. Roughly adjust the reflection off the mirror to maintain the same vertical beam height. Place the other 2” mirror at the opposite edge of the breadboard at an orientation that directs the beam downward at a 90-degree angle. Use the adjustment screws to ensure the beam’s vertical height does not change. Set up two irises, as in step 1.4, and adjust the two mirrors as directed in step 1.5 to center the beam on the irises.

2. With the irises still in place, place the scan lens in the beam path and adjust its horizontal and vertical position to center the laser spot on the first iris. At a distance of 75 mm + 300 mm from the lens (between the two mirrors), carefully place the large 2” tube lens and adjust its horizontal and vertical position to center the beam on the first iris. For purposes of maintaining alignment in the future, it is useful to leave these irises in place; for this application, a business card with an appropriately-sized hole could be glued to a stand and inserted in the beam path.

3. With all mirrors and lenses now in place, begin scanning the resonant galvo mirror and the standard scanning mirror. In this build, the standard scanning mirror will ultimately be synced to the scan rate of the resonant mirror through a custom-built control circuit, such as that described in Figure 3; this provides superior vertical and horizontal synchronization. However, for alignment purposes and many imaging applications, the mirror can easily be scanned using a sawtooth pattern from a function generator. Using a business card, locate the laser beam at a position 300 mm after the tube lens. Though the beam is scanning elsewhere in the microscope in both the vertical and horizontal directions, the beam should be perfectly stationary near this location. This is where the back aperture of the objective lens will be placed. If the horizontal and vertical stationary planes do not coincide at the same plane along the beam path, carefully unclamp and translate the tube lens along the optical path to ensure that both planes overlap as closely as possible. Re-center the vertical and horizontal position of the tube lens and clamp it securely in position.

4. Place the objective lens in the beam path, making sure to position the objective lens back aperture as close to the stationary plane as possible. The true objective back aperture may not actually be always located at the physical back opening of the objective due to varying manufacturer design choices. It is therefore always best the check with the manufacturer to determine the true back aperture position.

5. Set up the sample stage, making sure that the translation mount that will allow for z-axis motion can move over its full range without running into the objective lens mount.

4. Setting up and aligning the confocal pinhole and detector

1. Disconnect all power supplies and fiber optics, and rotate the microscope assembly such that it again rests on the breadboard holding the resonant scanning mirror. Clamp the breadboard securely in place, then re-connect the fiber to the collimator, and re-connect both galvos and their control cables. As before, place 0 volts on the control voltage driving the standard scanning galvo.

2. On the sample stage, place a business card or a small volume of a bright dye in the objective focus, sandwiched between two coverslips. The choice of dye will depend on the laser and dichroic selected; in this case we will use the fluorescence emission from a white business card to align the confocal detection system. Quantum dots can also be useful for alignment purposes, as they are bright and do not photobleach. Other alternatives include fluorescent beads and/or fabric samples exposed to color/laundry brightener, both of which fluoresce brightly. Turn on the laser source and bring the sample into the microscope focus using the translation stage. Once in focus, the fluorescence generated from the sample should be visible behind the dichroic mirror, as described in the next step. Maximize the laser power to make the fluorescence as bright as possible.

3. Using a business card, trace the fluorescence emission from the sample through the objective lens and back through the scanning system to the dichroic mirror. The dichroic mirror will transmit the fluorescence emission while reflecting the laser beam; find this fluorescence signal on the other side of the dichroic mirror. Now, place a mirror behind the dichroic mirror and use it to reflect the emission at a 90-degree angle. Take an iris, as was done in step 1.1, and use it along with the mirror to direct the fluorescence beam as straight and parallel to the breadboard as possible. This step may be best carried out in dim light.

4. Set up the confocal pinhole unit as described in Fig 2. We have found that the spatial filter cage mount assembly from ThorLabs is ideal for this task. It is important to select an appropriate pinhole size to ensure that the confocal system reaches its optimal resolution without sacrificing too much signal. For this custom microscope, a pinhole size of 100 μm was selected. Place the spatial filter unit in line with the fluorescence beam path, taking care to center the first focusing lens mount on the fluorescence emission beam. After mounting a short focal length lens in the unit (a microscope objective can also be used), slide the z-translation mount until a clear focus can be observed on the pinhole surface. Make sure the entire unit is oriented along the exact straight line set by the fluorescence beam. Clamp the unit to the breadboard. The emission from most samples is weak compared to ambient light levels in even dark rooms. It is therefore crucial that adequate shielding/light baffling be used along the emission path to protect from stray light contamination. Furthermore, high ambient light levels will overload and damage many PMTs, particularly those with no current protection. Readers are therefore strongly urged to use lens tubes to enclose the emission beam path; a properly shielded system, like the one demonstrated here, is capable of operation in room light with little to no stray light contamination.
5. Now, using the adjustment knobs on the translation stage, systematically move the confocal pinhole to find the point where the fluorescence signal through the pinhole is maximized. This position is most easily identified through iterative adjustment of the two axes to perform a 2D search over the pinhole mount surface. Once the signal maximizing position is found, place the confocum lens on the cage mount after the pinhole. Find the fluorescence emission through the confocal unit using a business card, and slide the confocum lens along the posts until the emitted fluorescence signal is as collimated as possible. Once the beam is collimated, be sure to place the appropriate filter in the beam path in a lens tube.

6. Set up the photomultiplier tube (PMT) assembly. Place a 50 mm focal length lens in the fluorescence emission beam path and find its focal point using a business card. Mark this position on the breadboard. Now, turn off the laser completely – this is important, as stray or unattenuated laser light can permanently damage most PMTs. Position the PMT so that its active area is located as close to the marked focal point as possible. Connect the PMT assembly to the focusing lens using adjustable lens tubes, and carefully wrap dark tape around all exposed beam paths following the pinhole.

7. Turn on the laser, but be sure to keep its power extremely low such that the fluorescence emission is barely visible. Turn on the PMT, carefully reading out its voltage on an oscilloscope as the control voltage is increased. A PMT generates signal through a series of electron multiplying stages; if the photocurrent is too high for the incident light level, the tube can be irreversibly damaged. PMTs with current limiting circuitry are therefore highly recommended, especially for users who have not worked with such detectors before. Increase the PMT control voltage until a spike-like readout and/or a DC offset can be seen on the oscilloscope screen; for most PMTs, this signal will be negative relative to ground. Confirm that this signal indeed arises from the fluorescence by turning the laser power off to observe a loss of signal.

8. Finally, iteratively align the pinhole for maximum signal on the oscilloscope by first manipulating the focusing lens z-position, and then adjusting the yz translation stage.

9. The video-rate microscope hardware is complete! Now hook up the mirrors, custom control boards, and computer as diagrammed in Fig 3. As above, it is recommended to use the imaging system to first visualize a known size standard to find the optimal resolution of the microscope and calculate the pixel-to-resolution constant for the imaging system. There are many size standards that can be used, such as white business cards with well-known letter sizes, fluorescence or reflective air force targets, and fluorescent microspheres.

5. Preparing the system for confocal scanning microendoscopy

In this build we use a coherent image fiber, which consists of a bundle of many thousands of fiber cores; such an arrangement allows an image to be transmitted through the fiber and easily reconstructed and/or expanded at the other end (Fig 4). The coherent fiber bundle used in the construction of this endoscope is polished at both ends, making it a so-called “contact-mode” microendoscope. An in-focus image will therefore only be formed when the microendoscope tip is brought into close contact with an object. In this pseudo-confocal arrangement, the microscope’s scanning action focuses the laser on one fiber core at a time, while the confocal pinhole ensures that no out-of-focus light from the surrounding fibers is allowed to pass through to the detector. For different imaging applications, a set of lenses can be added on the distal tip to allow for forward-facing, long-distance fluorescence imaging. Microoptic lenses, as well as gradient refractive index (GRIN) lenses can easily be adapted for this use, and can be affixed to the distal fiber tip using optical quality glues.

1. To set up the imaging system for microendoscopy, carefully remove the sample stage and replace it with a fiber holding stage (Fig 5). Dip one end of the fiber bundle in a weak solution of dye so that fluorescence emission is generated evenly across all of the fiber cores. Turn on the scanning system and adjust the fiber holder to bring the other end of the fiber bundle (the proximal end, or the end nearest to the microscope optics) in focus. First, use translation adjustment screws to center the fiber in the scanned field. Now, look at the fluorescence emission image from the proximal fiber tip while scanning. When the complete microendoscope surface is in the focal plane of the objective, the fluorescence emission across all fiber cores will be as uniform as possible. Use the angle adjustment knobs to adjust the fiber face to make all fiber cores evenly bright. During this adjustment, it will likely be necessary to re-adjust the translation position to re-center the fiber in the scanned field. Iterate through these adjustments until the entire fiber tip is correctly in focus.

2. Before using the microendoscope, gently clean the distal tip using lens cleaning paper slightly wetted with HPLC-grade methanol. As before, use a known size standard to measure and calculate the resolution of the microendoscope imaging system.

6. Representative Results:

Figure 6 shows an example of a finished upright confocal scanning microscope configured for microendoscopy. The laser and emission beams have been drawn as a guide to the eye. A fiber mount holds the image fiber in place during microendoscopy operation. This fiber mount can be readily replaced with a xy or xyz translation stage for use as an upright microscope platform. ThorLabs parts PT3 (XYZ translation) or two stacked PT1 stages (XY translation) work well for this application, along with a right-angle bracket such as ThorLabs part AP90.

A video-rate framegrabber card is used to generate images from the incoming signal. Figure 7 shows a representative test image taken of a lower-case “m” printed on a white business card using the video-rate microscope scanning system. Bleached white paper contains fluorophores that are excited by UV and blue light, resulting in the bright background behind dark letter “m”. An emission filter centered at 515 nm was chosen to collect this fluorescent emission. A minor distortion of the image can be observed, especially near the lateral edges of the image frame. This distortion results from the sinusoidal scanning pattern of the 8KHz gavlo mirror, and will be discussed in detail below.
Figure 1. Diagram demonstrating the operating principle of a confocal microscope. Rays originating from the objective focus are relayed back through the system and focused through the confocal pinhole (red). Rays originating either above (blue) or below (green) the objective focus do not emerge from the objective collimated, and therefore are not efficiently transmitted through the confocal pinhole.
Figure 2. Diagram showing all light paths through the beam scanning system. The scanning mirrors sit at planes telecentric with the stationary, objective back aperture plane. Pairs of lenses between the stationary planes act to relay the scanned beams. The first two relay lenses have equal focal lengths, forming a 1:1 telescope. The second pair of lenses, known formally as the scan lens and tube lens, do not need to be equal in focal length, and often serve as a beam expanding telescope to ensure the objective back-aperture is overfilled. Light emitted from the sample travels back through the scanning system and is passed through the dichroic mirror. A short focus lens focuses the emission light through the confocal pinhole, which is then collimated by a lens. A final lens focuses the confocal-filtered emission onto a photomultiplier tube. Click here to view a full-sized version of this image.
Figure 3. (a) Overview diagram of the scanning electronics setup. The microscope’s overall reference signal and timebase is the “sync” TTL output of the fast axis resonant galvo mirror, which generates a TTL pulse at the end of each line scanned (i.e., when the galvo has completed a scan cycle). This provides the H-sync signal to the framegrabber card. The galvo’s sync output is also connected to the V-sync control board, which incrementally increases its output voltage in response to each H-sync pulse to generate the sawtooth waveform that drives the slow scanning axis. Once all lines have been scanned, the V-sync board resets the sawtooth waveform and generates a TTL pulse that serves as the framegrabber’s V-sync signal. The final input to the framegrabber card is the analog signal from the photomultiplier tube (Note that many PMTs generate negative output voltage; be sure to design your circuit and choose your hardware accordingly). The video-rate images are generated and displayed in the Matrox framegrabber software. (b) Example control circuit. In this design, the voltage of each H-Sync pulse is “added”/integrated at the op amp integrator to generate the sawtooth waveform ramp; pulses are concomitantly counted at the TTL counter stage. When the desired number of lines has been reached (i.e., when the raster scan is complete), the counter generates an active-low “carry out” pulse, which drives the Schmitt trigger to generate a reset pulse for the integrator. This resets both the counter and the op amp integrator, readying the circuit for the next cycle. Appropriate component choice makes this circuit widely applicable to a variety of raster sizes. This is only one implementation; numerous other implementations are possible and may be preferred under certain circumstances. Also, this circuit is designed for use with Matrox framegrabber cards, which detect and correct image phase automatically. If the circuit is to be used with other framegrabbers, phase correction circuitry or software may be required. Click here to view a full-sized version of this image.
Figure 4. Image transmission through a coherent fiber bundle. In this schematic, the lenses on either side of the bundle are in place to scale both the image projected onto the fiber bundle input as well as expand the image on the fiber bundle output.

Figure 5. Example of a fiber bundle mounted in a 5-axis mount. A small 1” diameter aluminum block was bored so that the image fiber bundle could be inserted. The fiber was epoxied inside the aluminum block at both the top and bottom of the block for stability.
Figure 6. Image of the completed microscopy system with the microendoscope attached. To better visualize the light paths, the excitation beam path is drawn in blue, while the emission beam path after the dichroic mirror is drawn as a red line.

Figure 7. Example image generated by the video-rate confocal scanning microscopy system. A dark lower case letter “m” appears on the bright fluorescence background of a white business card.

Discussion

This video-rate imaging system makes use of a resonant galvanometric mirror operating at about 8 kHz. Resonant mirrors can be quite loud when run at full power, and their high pitch can be bothersome or even dangerous at sufficient exposure times. Though not demonstrated here, it is recommended to shield the resonant galvanometric mirror inside a transparent case to significantly reduce the system volume and/or to wear appropriate hearing protective gear, such as earplugs.
The resonant galvanometric mirror scans in a sinusoidal pattern. However, framegrabber cards read in signal assuming a completely linear sweep rate in both the horizontal and vertical directions. Since a sinusoidal sweep slows down at the edges of the scan, image compression artifacts can be observed along the fast (horizontal) image axis. One way to minimize this problem is to purposely drive the resonant galvo mirror scanning range significantly larger than the relay lens diameter. In doing this, only the nearly linear sweep of the sinusoidal scan pattern will traverse the sample, minimizing image distortions. Another approach would be to post-process collected images to linearize the fast axis. This can be accomplished by imaging a known fluorescent pattern (such as a grid) and using the known pattern dimensions to create a processing script that unwarps the collected images.

This particular scanning system was designed for the purpose of in vivo imaging, which often requires an upright oriented video-rate microscope. For cellular imaging experiments, inverted microscopes are more typically used. The design presented here can be easily changed to build such an inverted microscope; all that is required is a rotation of the final 2" diameter mirror. Instead of orienting the mirror to direct the scanning beam downward, the mirror can direct the beam upward. Placing the objective lens at the same distance from the mirror along with a sample stage would allow for imaging in an inverted geometry. If the imaging system is being built solely for microendoscopic imaging, there is no reason to "fold" the microscope design vertically at all. Instead, the entire scanning system can be built on a single horizontal breadboard with the objective lens oriented parallel to the optical table.

Note that the microscope in this build uses a fixed pinhole configuration; while this provides for the greatest build simplicity and ease of alignment, users desiring a more versatile system might consider incorporating a variable pinhole, as can be found in most commercial confocal microscopes. By allowing the user to adjust the size of the pinhole to compensate for samples of varying emission intensity, this allows the user to better optimize the tradeoff between signal strength and resolution for a given sample.

The choice of image fiber selected for the microscope is important. We recommend using Sumitomo coherent image fibers due to their close fiber core spacing and low relative autofluorescence. Image fibers manufactured by Fujikura have been found to have high amounts of autofluorescence**, which can overwhelm weak fluorescence signals from a sample and limit the ultimate sensitivity of the microendoscope. Sumitomo manufactured fibers, such as the 8-30N used in this particular setup, have much lower autofluorescence levels than their Fujikura equivalents. While leached fiber bundles might be considered attractive for microendoscopy, their design typically places individual fiber cores too far apart, meaning that the fiber cores sparsely sample objects, leaving out significant regions of potential interest.

Finally, it should be noted that while the microscope described here will be useful in a variety of in vitro and in vivo applications and can be created for a fraction of the cost of a full-featured commercial system, it does not have features such as transmitted light detection, an eyepiece for viewing, or a beam path for non-confocal widefield epifluorescence. While it is possible to construct a system with these features from scratch, readers desiring such a system may wish to modify an existing commercial system to meet their needs rather than initiate an entirely new build.

**Note that the microscope in this build uses a fixed pinhole configuration; while this provides for the greatest build simplicity and ease of alignment, users desiring a more versatile system might consider incorporating a variable pinhole, as can be found in most commercial confocal microscopes. By allowing the user to adjust the size of the pinhole to compensate for samples of varying emission intensity, this allows the user to better optimize the tradeoff between signal strength and resolution for a given sample.

The choice of image fiber selected for the microscope is important. We recommend using Sumitomo coherent image fibers due to their close fiber core spacing and low relative autofluorescence. Image fibers manufactured by Fujikura have been found to have high amounts of autofluorescence**, which can overwhelm weak fluorescence signals from a sample and limit the ultimate sensitivity of the microendoscope. Sumitomo manufactured fibers, such as the 8-30N used in this particular setup, have much lower autofluorescence levels than their Fujikura equivalents. While leached fiber bundles might be considered attractive for microendoscopy, their design typically places individual fiber cores too far apart, meaning that the fiber cores sparsely sample objects, leaving out significant regions of potential interest.

Finally, it should be noted that while the microscope described here will be useful in a variety of in vitro and in vivo applications and can be created for a fraction of the cost of a full-featured commercial system, it does not have features such as transmitted light detection, an eyepiece for viewing, or a beam path for non-confocal widefield epifluorescence. While it is possible to construct a system with these features from scratch, readers desiring such a system may wish to modify an existing commercial system to meet their needs rather than initiate an entirely new build.

**Note that the microscope in this build uses a fixed pinhole configuration; while this provides for the greatest build simplicity and ease of alignment, users desiring a more versatile system might consider incorporating a variable pinhole, as can be found in most commercial confocal microscopes. By allowing the user to adjust the size of the pinhole to compensate for samples of varying emission intensity, this allows the user to better optimize the tradeoff between signal strength and resolution for a given sample.

The choice of image fiber selected for the microscope is important. We recommend using Sumitomo coherent image fibers due to their close fiber core spacing and low relative autofluorescence. Image fibers manufactured by Fujikura have been found to have high amounts of autofluorescence**, which can overwhelm weak fluorescence signals from a sample and limit the ultimate sensitivity of the microendoscope. Sumitomo manufactured fibers, such as the 8-30N used in this particular setup, have much lower autofluorescence levels than their Fujikura equivalents. While leached fiber bundles might be considered attractive for microendoscopy, their design typically places individual fiber cores too far apart, meaning that the fiber cores sparsely sample objects, leaving out significant regions of potential interest.

Finally, it should be noted that while the microscope described here will be useful in a variety of in vitro and in vivo applications and can be created for a fraction of the cost of a full-featured commercial system, it does not have features such as transmitted light detection, an eyepiece for viewing, or a beam path for non-confocal widefield epifluorescence. While it is possible to construct a system with these features from scratch, readers desiring such a system may wish to modify an existing commercial system to meet their needs rather than initiate an entirely new build.
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